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Abstract 

 

Title A guide for IT companies in Sweden: How to succeed in the offshoring business 

Authors  Sofia Bryborn, Marcus Jantell 

Project  IVC730 - Bachelor of Science in informatics 

Date 2004-05-16 

Keywords  Offshore outsourcing, offshoring, IT service, low-cost locations, India, 

 management 

 

This thesis focuses on how companies in Sweden should manage the processes of 

offshore outsourcing IT services to low-cost locations, but also how they should manage 

the planning and accomplishment to achieve their goals and the expected result in a good 

way. The thesis states that companies in Sweden need to put a lot of effort into planning 

and research considering potential location and vendor. Different aspects and phases of 

the offshoring processes will be stated, discussed and analyzed concerning a fictive 

company called AbcIT. A visualization of internal strengths and weaknesses as well as 

external opportunities and threats is presented by a SWOT analysis regarding offshore 

outsourcing of IT-services to India.  



Abstrakt 

 

Titel  En guide till IT-företag i Sverige: Hur företag skall lyckas med offshoring  

Författare  Sofia Bryborn, Marcus Jantell 

Projekt  IVC730 – Examensarbete på kandidatnivå 

Datum 2004-05-16 

Nyckelord  Offshore outsourcing, offshoring, IT-tjänster, lågkostnadsländer, Indien, 

 management 

 

Denna uppsats fokuserar på hur företag i Sverige skall gå tillväga när de överväger 

offshore outsourcing av IT-tjänster till lågkostnadsländer, hur de ska genomföra 

planeringsarbete och genomförande för att på bästa sätt uppnå både mål och resultat. I 

uppsatsen konstateras att företag i Sverige behöver lägga stor vikt vid planering och 

förundersökning av framtida område och affärspartner. Olika faktorer och delar av 

offshoringprocessen tas upp, diskuteras och analyseras med hjälp av det fiktiva 

företaget AbcIT. En SWOT-analys visualiserar interna styrkor och svagheter samt 

externa möjligheter och hot vid offshore outsourcing av IT-tjänster till Indien. 
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1. Introduction 

The globalization affects everyone in the world in some way but it also creates a huge 

marketplace which forces companies around the world to compete on a global market. 

Companies in Sweden as well as the rest of the world need to state their position to be 

able to stand strong in the competitive advantage. This affects how and where 

companies do their business. Every now and then there is a boom of interest in cutting 

operating costs and every time there is different ways of how to do it. In the 1990’s, the 

trend used to cut costs were re-engineering of business processes. But in the beginning 

of the 2000’s, after the economical down-turn, there was a similar trend to reorganize 

business processes, and this time the trend was called offshore outsourcing (Robinson & 

Kalakota, 2005, p.4).  

 

“Offshore outsourcing is being enabled by this surge in global connectivity and the 

opportunities are unlimited” (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 73). Many organizations 

today concentrate on their core activity and offshore non-core processes to a third-party 

vendor.  This is because the vendor is more focused or equipped and has that particular 

process as a core competence, such as IT, finance and accounting. Furthermore, there 

are companies that offshore projects and parts of processes, like software development 

and support, service to a vendor in an offshore location. 

 

One offshoring objective is, therefore, that offshoring is a way to achieve a competitive 

advantage (Davies, 2004, p. 22).  The major driving force of offshore outsourcing is 

customers who want more of everything for less money. Since Swedish companies have 

realized the cost savings that could be made by offshore outsourcing to low-cost 

locations in Eastern Europe and Asia, the trend is becoming a part of modern 

management (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 3).  

 

1.1 Problem background 

Companies in Sweden and other western countries are forced by the customers to offer 

low prices for products and services. This has affected the situation in a way that has 

lead to offshore outsourcing of many processes to reduce costs. 
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To facilitate the thesis a fictive company called AbcIT has been created. The thesis will 

discuss AbcIT’s situation and approach considering offshore outsourcing where theory 

and empirical study will be the foundation. AbcIT is a company that is located in 

Sweden and they consider to offshore some of their processes. AbcIT is a Swedish mid-

size company that provides different systems and IT solutions. The economical down-

turn in the late 1990’s affected AbcIT like most IT companies and they had to notice 

one third of the employees to quit. Today the situation has become better and last year 

they realized that there was a need for change in some of their business processes. The 

main processes considered to move offshore were support and application maintenance, 

application related work like development as well as IT strategy. They thought about 

outsourcing one of the processes since the situation today is intolerable. Competition 

also forces them to offer the same quality of products to a lower price. AbcIT have also 

noticed the success when other companies have moved IT related process to offshore 

locations in Asia and Eastern Europe. Today AbcIT have very poor knowledge about 

offshore outsourcing, therefore their first step is to collect information about offshoring.  

 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to create a guide for Swedish companies on how to manage 

the offshore outsourcing process of IT successfully and how to avoid problems.   

 

1.3 Target audience 

Our thesis is directed to companies in Sweden who are considering offshore outsourcing 

of IT to low-cost locations. The thesis could also be appealing to people and companies 

who have an interest in the subject or the result of this study.  

 

1.4 Concepts 

In this thesis some concepts are used frequently and could have different meanings 

depending on situation and who is reading. To avoid misunderstandings and to make the 

writing easier we have chosen to define some of the concepts that are important to this 

thesis. These concepts will be listed below: 
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Offshore outsourcing/offshoring 

Robinson and Kalakota (2005) defines offshore outsourcing as transferring of processes 

such as development or technical support, to a third-party vendor in a low-cost location.  

 

Vendor 

When offshoring a company can sign a contract with a vendor that will provide the 

service required for payment. The vendor is a company that “promotes or exchanges 

goods or services for money” (Wordreference, n.d.). 

 

Low-cost location 

Companies that consider offshore outsourcing need to find a suitable location where 

they can run their project with e.g. a vendor. Low-cost locations are countries that can 

offer services and labour to a low cost, such as some countries in Asia and Eastern 

Europe.  

 

AbcIT 

AbcIT is a fictive company in Sweden that is created for this thesis. 

 

1.5 Problem discussion  

When companies consider whether to invest in offshore outsourcing of IT or not, there 

are many aspects to consider before starting the project. Since this is a long and 

tiresome process that requires a lot of work and effort it is necessary to plan and do a lot 

of research in the beginning of the project. Companies considering offshoring also need 

to be aware of the importance of being able to manage the project. If not the whole 

project could end up in failure. This leads us to the problem formulation. 

 

1.5.1 Problem formulation 

How should companies in Sweden successful manage the offshore outsourcing process 

of IT to low-cost locations? 
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1.6 Delimitation 

The problem discussion covers a very complex area that needs to be delimitated 

regarding the reasonable size of this thesis. We will not discuss all areas considering 

offshoring; instead the focus is limited to offshore outsourcing of IT. Since the global 

market offers a broad range of countries that are potential for offshoring it is hard to 

mention all of them, for that reason we will focus on India as the offshore location. As 

the empirical study is based on answers from a few companies in Sweden the result can 

not give a definite, but a general, picture of the situation today.  

 

1.7 Outline of the thesis  

In the method we will problemize and describe how the thesis will be accomplished and 

in the theory the main parts of this thesis will be presented. Furthermore, our empirical 

part will summarize the result of the questionnaire that has been made to gather 

information and knowledge from companies in Sweden. In chapter four the theory and 

empirical study will be discussed, based on a fictitious case with a company called 

AbcIT as well as a SWOT analysis regarding offshoring to India and a conclusion. 

Criticism of the thesis and suggestions for future research will be presented in chapter 

six.  
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2. Method 

 

2.1 Scientific approach 

Scientific theory is essential, while it is fundamental for all decisions being made 

(Thurén, 1998, p.10). There are two main scientific ideals within empiricism, the 

positivistic and humanistic approach. The positivistic approach explains the reality by 

inductive or hypothetic inductive developed theories. On the other hand the humanistic 

approach where you try to understand what you observe. Hermeneutics is one of the 

methods in the humanistic approach (Gunnarsson 2002). Positivists want to believe in 

absolute knowledge, while hermeneutics’ often have a more relativistic way of thinking 

(Thurén 1998, p. 14).  

 

2.1.1 Scientific attitude 

The material collected has been interpreted by us and have given a hermeneutic angle of 

approach. We are not interested in finding any absolute truths. Understanding the 

problem is the main focus, therefore the hermeneutic method is most suitable for this 

thesis.  Interpretation of texts, symbols, actions and experiences is the main purpose of 

the hermeneutic method. When interpreting a text the reader always has a prior 

background understanding, both linguistic and cultural, but it also needs to be 

articulated and conscious (Wallén, 1996, p. 33). The prior understanding that we had 

from the start has changed throughout the process of studying the literature. The relation 

between our prior understanding and experience is called the hermeneutic spiral 

(Thurén, 1998, p. 60).  

 

2.1.2 Research approach 

Induction and deduction are the two different ways to draw a conclusion. Induction is 

based on an empiric, who implies that general conclusions are drawn upon empirical 

facts. While induction demands that an empirical study should be made to be able to 

draw conclusions, this method is not suitable for this thesis. On the other hand 

deduction is based on logic where a logical conclusion is drawn and considered valid if 
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it is connected logical. If the conclusion should be interpreted as an absolute truth the 

premises also have to be 100 percent true. Since the interviews that are made can not be 

considered as the absolute truth, deduction is not the proper method to use in this thesis 

(Thurén, 1998, p. 19). 

 

When we considered the two mentioned methods neither of them were found suitable. 

Therefore a combination between induction and deduction would be the best option. 

This combination is called the hypothetic-deductive method. In this method, hypotheses 

are made from qualitative research. Out of these hypotheses a deductive conclusion is 

made and examined to see if it is consistent with the reality.  

 

2.1.3 Research method 

There are two different ways of how to analyze collected material, qualitative and 

quantitative methods. The choice of method depends on the actual problem for research. 

In qualitative research the data collection is based on “soft” data, e.g. qualitative 

interviews. The qualitative method is based on that the researcher is a part of the 

analyzed social reality, but also that data collection and analysis is done simultaneously. 

Using the qualitative method, the researcher strives to get the whole picture of the area 

that has been analyzed (Nationalencyklopedins Internettjänst, n.d.). Quantitative method 

is based on empirical and quantifiable data, that the researcher colleted in a systematic 

way.  The data is summarized in a statistical way and then the result is analyzed with 

the starting-point in testable hypothesis (Nationalencyklopedins Internettjänst, n.d.). 

Since the collected material for this thesis will be based on literature studies and 

qualitative interviews we will use the qualitative method to analyze the material.  

 

2.2 Practical approach  

 

2.2.1 Data collection method 

The process of collecting data is progressive throughout the thesis. While reading the 

material it is important to have a critical attitude. When collecting data for a thesis it is 

very important to consider the validity and reliability of the data. “Validity is the degree 
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to which a measurement actually measures or detects what it is supposed to measure” 

(Epi glossary, n.d.). Reliability demands that the data used for research should be 

trustable no matter what research material has been used. All different kinds of sources 

should be distinct, accurate and trustable e.g. print outs, numbers or tables (Hartman, 

2003, p. 44).  

 

Empirical study 

To get a view of what companies have experienced when offshoring IT (Information 

Technology) related services we have put together some questions. These questions 

have been distributed by e-mail to different companies that could have offshoring 

experience. The answers will be collected and then used and compared with the theory. 

This will be the foundation for the result of this thesis.  

 

Literature studies  

Our study of literature and articles has proceeded during the whole process of writing 

the thesis. While research in this area is relatively new, much of the initial literature in 

offshoring consists of articles and case studies either in the business press or in focused 

journals. But we have found a few books that are highly relevant for this thesis and we 

will use these in combination with the articles.  

 

Electronic documents 

Using electronic sources for a bachelor thesis is almost impossible to avoid these days. 

Though it is very hard to control the validity and reliability when it comes to material 

found on the web. Thus when reading web related material it is very important to have a 

critical attitude to the information found (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001, p. 150).  
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3. Theory 

 

3.1 Criticism of the sources 

Classification of information quality is equivalent with the criticism of sources in 

historical research methodology. In this methodology it is assumed that everything that 

is written does not have to be true. If the researcher is dependent of the material to get 

answers for the actual problem, it is important to classify the reliability of the material. 

There are three main criteria when classifying sources; independence, tendency and 

simultaneousness (Hartman, 2003, p. 45). Below we will classify the most important 

sources for this thesis.  

 

Books 

Printed literature about offshoring is very limited, mostly because of the fact that the 

offshoring concept is fairly new. The main literatures used for this thesis are two books. 

The first one is printed in 2004 called “Outsourcing to India – The offshore advantage” 

written by Mark Kobayashi-Hillary. The second book used is “Offshore outsourcing: 

business models, ROI, and best practices” written by Marcia Robinson and Ravi 

Kalakota, 2005.  

 

The first book offers a balanced view on the trend to offshore to India. We found the 

source very reliable, because of Kobayashi-Hillary’s background and intent when 

writing the book. The foundation of the book is based upon several years of research 

and Kobayashi-Hillary’s personal experience.  

 

The other book is based on extensive research and interviews and provides a guide to 

the real-world application of offshore outsourcing across all industries. It also gives an 

insight in how managers of leading firms are implementing offshore outsourcing. These 

books give a reliable impression and have supported us when writing the thesis. 

 

Scientific articles 

The articles collected for this thesis are all based on scientific research. These articles 

were found in academic databases and have a high level of reliability. When searching 
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for relevant material different search words were used, such as “offshoring” and 

“offshore outsourcing”.  

 

Questionnaire 

A couple of different companies and organisations have been contacted during the 

research phase and have provided us with their experience, attitude and knowledge 

regarding offshoring. 
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3.2 Offshore outsourcing 

 

3.2.1 What is offshore outsourcing? 

Offshore outsourcing is the trend that means moving jobs to low-cost locations, but this 

is certainly not a new idea. Decades ago the western countries started to move their 

manufacturing overseas and since then the “made in China” label has appeared on 

various products.  Corbett (2004) has written that “today the new thing is that the global 

digital infrastructure makes it possible to perform information-based activities anywhere 

in the world and deliver the results anywhere else in the world”. This has led to that the 

work of modern organisation has become more placeless (Corbett, 2004, p. 39). 

Offshoring began to grow rapidly in the 1990’s and American companies were first out 

to move parts or even their whole development to different low-cost locations. 

Nowadays it is a pressing issue for most of the larger companies worldwide since there 

are so many benefits with offshoring (CIO Focus, 2003, as citied in Kyrki, n.d.). 

 

Processes to offshore include engineering, development, research, technical support and 

IT to either a third-party vendor in e.g. India or to remain in-house at a new location. 

Furthermore the explanation of offshoring includes companies that build and develop a 

centre in the low-cost location themselves (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p. 4). Offshore 

outsourcing is gradually becoming an integrated part of modern management. In the 

future it will probably be hard to find a senior management that has not considered an 

offshoring project to see whether it is right for them or not (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, 

p. 6).  

 

Robinson and Kalakota mention six different themes that form the basis for the 

offshoring trend: globalisation, evolution, deflation, demographics, competition and 

politics. These themes will be presented further in the following section.  

 

Globalisation 

Today we live in a world that is affected by the globalisation of business and 

government. This could be described as a hyper-competitive world where the standard 

of distinction is not just best-in-class; instead it is best-in-world. Global economy 
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creates a vast marketplace where companies have to compete against customer choices 

coming from everywhere and anywhere. The marketplace is growing with new 

competitors that are just a mouse-click away from any customer (Corbett, 2004, p. 4). 

Even if there is an ongoing protest against globalisation, the world is getting smaller and 

this allows the offshore outsourcing to become accepted as a normal business tool. 

Offshoring economy is a transformation to a new form of Internet-enabled globalisation 

which might restrain the former globalisation efforts (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, 

p.10).  

 

Evolution 

Offshore outsourcing is rather an evolution than a revolution, because it will take 

several years before the size of its structural impact will be understood. Today we are 

used to that travelling in the world is easy and therefore working across borders is 

possible, but in the past when travel was more complicated, work was completed where 

the company was physically located. When travelling became easier in the 1970’s a lot 

of manufacturing companies started to offshore their business and now the same thing is 

starting to happen with service related work. In today’s Internet world the location of 

the business is not that important and the Internet infrastructure improves and makes it 

possible for companies to send knowledge and work almost anywhere, e.g. to India and 

China (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 11).  

 

Deflation 

Customers and buyers that demand cheaper, faster and better products force companies 

to move offshore. The major driving force for offshore outsourcing is the continuous 

pressure to provide more features, functions and services to a lower price than before. It 

is most likely hard to find a company in the IT sector that has not been affected by the 

low-cost labour offered by Indian companies. These low-cost locations obviously have 

a large impact on the declining prices of products and services (Robinson & Kalakota, 

2005, p. 11).  

 

Demographics 

The fact that the population in developed countries is ageing and the number of births is 

decreasing will stimulate the growth of offshoring. It is the offshoring countries, like 
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India and China that have a younger population than many countries in Europe and 

USA. If these countries, India and China, can find the right environment for offshoring 

their young educated population will be an advantage (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, 

p.12).  

 

Competition 

Offshore outsourcing is reshaping the traditional landscape in many business areas 

especially for the service providers. In the beginning of offshoring most consulting 

firms did not pay attention to the offshore trend. But after the economical down period 

in the late 1990’s even the traditional firms realized that their high labour costs and 

overcapacity due to market demand was not workable. Since then these firms have been 

working really hard to compete against the low-cost providers (Robinson & Kalakota, 

2005, p.13).  

 

Politics 

Since offshore outsourcing is becoming more popular it is impossible to prevent that it 

attracts politics and gets attention in a good way. “Offshoring affects the competitive 

capabilities and because of this the cross border labour allocation of multinational 

corporations” (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p.13). 

 

3.2.2 Offshore outsourcing of IT processes  

The first companies that moved offshore were in the IT sector. During the 1980’s 

offshore outsourcing of low-end work were the most common, like language 

localization, device and printer drivers but also motherboard production. When the trend 

really took off, it was big multinational companies that started contracting with offshore 

companies. The work offshored by then was mostly related to the year 2000 adjustment. 

After a while focus shifted to processes such as application maintenance, support and 

later new application development. Almost anything that is IT related would be natural 

to move offshore, either if it is an IT company or a company with an IT department. In 

the world of IT most professionals are avers to application maintenance and support 

(Davies, 2004, p. 28). Today the offshore processes include application development, 

application maintenance, application testing, support services, implementation services 
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and new product engineering services, see figure 1 (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p.58-

59).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Offshore IT Processes (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p. 59). 

 

In a Forrester study by Andrew Parker (2004) it is predicted that about 20 000 jobs in 

Sweden will move offshore by 2015, compared to in 2004 when only 1400 have moved 

offshore. All of the predictions point at the IT sector as one of the most affected. This is 

a very pressing issue for the European IT companies since they will be mostly affected 

by this massive loss. Many of the companies will face overseas competitors in their 

home markets. 

 

Offshoring non-core processes, like IT, should allow more time to concentrate on real 

value generation and employ offshore vendors to manage and maintain the technology 

needs (Davies, 2004, p. 23). However at first the companies need to understand the 

expectations and assumptions behind the decisions of offshoring IT. At this stage the 

goal should not be signified by what to offshore but instead try to get a picture of the 

stakeholders view on offshoring IT and why it is appropriate for the organisation. When 

decided whether to offshore or not the next step is to figure out what IT process to 

offshore. Usually processes like IT strategy and governance is too strategic to be 
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offshored therefore offshoring is more suitable for processes like support and 

application development, see figure 2.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Core versus Noncore IT Processes (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p. 93). 

 

What processes to offshore should be based on the degree of risk a company is willing 

to take considering cost and quality. It is quite common to start off with a pilot project 

with an offshore company to measure the risks and difficulties of IT offshoring. When 

the broad idea of the project is determined, the applications chosen should be examined 

in detail. This is usually done by creating a template that makes it possible to get 

reliable information for each application. Once the application related information is 

collected it is time to get an overview of the application related resources (Robinson & 

Kalakota, 2005, p. 94-95).  
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3.2.3 Benefits 

Since costs are a major reason why many companies offshore their IT processes the 

interest to know the specific benefits are important for most companies.  It is a common 

fact that companies who offshore IT expects to have an obvious tangible benefit of 

labour cost savings and faster time to market. The savings of labour costs can not be 

calculated before the company knows the current costs for IT labour, this could be done 

by an analysis of the current spending as well as employees and contractors (Robinson 

& Kalakota, 2005, p. 95).  

 

Furthermore, offshoring companies could benefit from the fact that they can work with 

projects 24-hours a day since the vendors usually are located within another time zone. 

This gives them a 24-hour development cycle that allows development by the offshore 

team at night, related to the onshore time zone, and then the onshore team can test the 

build the next morning (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 95-96).  

 

Robinson and Kalakota (2005) mention that the business case for offshoring will be 

stronger if the non financial benefits are verified, these are usually called soft benefits 

and are hard to translate in to money.  

 

3.2.4 Costs 

Not just the benefits have to be considered when offshoring IT but also the costs, both 

hidden and visible. There are costs related to vendor selection, transition, lay-off and 

also contract management. Below costs related to different areas will be discussed.  

 

Vendor selection costs 

When selecting vendor, costs will include documentation and contract negotiating, but 

also costs for the fulltime project leader who selects the vendor. There will also be legal 

fees and travel expenses.  

 

Transition costs 

Since the transition is a long and quite difficult process there are no savings to expect 

but instead costs for management time and travelling during the process.  
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Severance and retention bonuses 

Since offshoring results in lay-offs of the onsite employees this in turn leads to 

severance cost and retention bonuses.  

 

Contract management 

It is very expensive to manage an offshore project’s relationship due to costs related to 

expected service levels like time to market and quality and of course a high level of 

service is most expensive (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 97-98).  

 

3.2.5 Risks 

As mentioned before, the offshoring industry will grow bigger and bigger in the next 

couple of years. Not only companies in Sweden and Europe but also companies in the 

United States will move their processes and departments to low-cost locations. Since 

this offshoring trend grows, concerns that enterprises are exposing themselves to risks 

while moving their business to a foreign country is also increasing (Hunter, 2003, p. 5).  

 

Intentional and accidental risks 

There are two different kinds of risks, intentional and accidental. Threats from 

competitors, foreign governments, hackers, disgruntled employees, terrorists and 

thieves are considered to be intentional threats. Accidental threats can include factors 

such as employees lacking necessary knowledge, companies not having enough 

capacity, technology used are out of date or sudden legal changes (Schmerken, 2004, p. 

16). Solutions to prevent technical risks can for instance be usage of firewalls, 

encryption, password management and virus scanners. Business and operational risks 

can be avoided by management and oversight. By confidentiality some legal risks can 

be put off (Schmerken, 2004, p. 20).  

 

Risk level 

Different countries have various kinds of risks and, for example, China is considered as 

one of the countries with greatest risks because of its economic espionage program 

against more or less all western countries, especially the United States (Hunter, 2003, p. 

5). There is also the risk of employees being bribed to reveal sensitive data to 
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competitors and not all countries have laws to prevent these kinds of actions. For an 

employee in a low-cost location the bribes could mean that his or her family will be 

financially secured and this could be hard to decline. Even if there is a risk of data 

spreading when outsourcing domestically the risk will increase when moving business 

abroad, due to e.g. local laws and customs (Schmerken, 2004, p.16-17). Even though 

there are risks to take into consideration, the large economical savings that could be 

made by offshoring are to low-cost locations, will probably be granted higher by 

offshoring companies (Hunter, 2003, p. 5). 

  

Manage the risks 

When considering offshore outsourcing companies also have to consider how to manage 

the process effectively and be selective on what software components to offshore. 

Ideally the software components should be independent components that do not need to 

be connected to the internal network and can be integrated once complete. Such a 

software component is website development, when working on the new website offline 

the old one is still up and running so that there will not be any interruptions. 

 

The risk is depending on the level of control a company is able to have in the selected 

country. Normally it is much harder to maintain a physical presence since offshoring in 

general is far away from the company’s parent country, which makes the security check 

much harder.  

 

Larger enterprises have the prerequisites to perform continuous security checks if they 

think it is necessary or preferred. It all depends on what kind of process that is leaving 

the country. Companies that have sensitive information must see to that the personnel 

are not spreading the information to competitors or such (Hunter, 2003, p.6). 

 

Loss of knowledge and information 

Since offshoring means that work moves offshore, this also means that knowledge and 

expertise of coding applications and solve business problems could move offshore. This 

could lead to a loss of knowledge and information related to business process 

innovation (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 98).  
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Security issues 

Since security is a major concern companies have to make sure that sensitive 

information sent offshore is handled with a certain level of confidence, security and 

integrity. It is also important that all data and information that is sent should be 

encrypted and a secure connection should be used for communication (Robinson & 

Kalakota, 2005, p. 98).  

 

Quality 

When working with an offshore vendor the quality of work is a major issue. Quality 

levels should be assured by the vendor to give the company confidence that they will 

receive a product of good quality (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 98). 

 

Language and culture 

Cultural awareness and communication is something that should be considered as a 

major issue in an offshore outsourcing project. Therefore it could be a good solution to 

provide management training to be able to manage and work with cross-cultural teams. 

Difference in working style and language has proved to be a major block in many 

offshore outsourcing projects (Coward, 2003).  When working with a vendor in e.g. 

India there are several issues that need to be understood by the project team members 

that are not from India. This could be issues like terms used in Indian English but not in 

British English and also that group loyalty is important both at work and in the families 

(Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 229).  

 

3.3 How to manage the offshore process 

 

3.3.1 Offshore outsourcing objectives 

Offshoring to India and other low-cost locations is an increasing trend and Forrester 

research by Andrew Parker expects that almost 150,000 pure IT jobs will move offshore 

by 2015 (Parker, 2004). Even if research indicates that the offshoring trend is growing it 

does not mean that it is right for all businesses. Therefore it is important that the 

management of the company knows why they want to proceed with the plans and start 
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an offshoring project (Kobayashi-Hillary 2004). “The most common reasons for 

offshoring today is cost, speed, scale, and the ability to concentrate on core 

competencies” (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p.10). This shows that costs are not the 

only objective for an offshoring project but probably one of the major driving forces. 

However, objectives like quality of service and the ability to focus on core competence 

could be as important as the cost in the end (Kobayashi-Hillary 2004, p. 133).  

 

3.3.2 Offshore outsourcing decision 

The first and most obvious decision to make is whether to offshore or not to offshore. 

There are companies who started an offshoring project just because everyone else does 

that, but of course there has to be other reasons when making the final decision about an 

offshoring project.  Most companies want to increase their profit and this could be 

achieved by cutting costs.  While costs are related to technology and labour, offshoring 

is a good way to be able to reach this sustainable cost reduction.  

 

An offshore outsourcing project starts when there is a need for change, such as changes 

in the business model. If a company considers offshoring as a possible solution then it is 

very important to think of why the company wants to offshore, because if there is no 

answer to that question it can lead to problems later on in the project. Many companies 

offshore for the wrong reason, thus it is important to think of why to offshore and also 

how the company can benefit from the offshoring.  Once this is considered, time has 

come to evaluate and select a process to offshore. When all these issues have been taken 

in account it should be possible to have a clear picture of what the company wants to 

achieve with the offshore outsourcing (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p. 212-214).  

 

3.3.3 Which way to offshore 

Many questions are to be answered when moving a business process to a low-cost 

country such as India. “How are we going to structure the organization when moving?” 

and “Will we need help to start up?”. These issues are clearly important ones, and the 

company will have to carefully plan on how they want to offshore their business to be 

able to make the most use of it. According to Edgell, Tite and Lewis (2003) there are 

five different ways to structure the organisation and they all have to be carefully 
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considered when deciding to take part of offshoring. These five basic structures are 

presented below. 

 

Offshore outsourcing 

When a company decides that they want to offshore a business process they also have to 

consider if it is beneficial to move it to another country. Different countries have 

different advantages and disadvantages. If the decision is made to outsource to another 

country, one of the ways is to contact a vendor and enter an outsourcing agreement with 

them and this is called the offshore outsourcing structure. 

 

Onshore outsourcing 

Onshore outsourcing is quite similar to the offshore outsourcing structure. The 

difference is that the outsourcing agreement is made with a vendor in the same country 

and the vendor then uses its foreign operations to provide services from a selected 

country. This structure has some advantages, such as that the contact with the vendor is 

much easier since it is in the same country and the vendor probably has got experience 

and competence in the selected country. However, disadvantages are that the overall 

costs will probably increase and the company will not gain the same experience as it 

would if they choose the offshore outsourcing structure.  

 

Do it yourself 

DIY (do it yourself) is the structure where a company establishes the process abroad 

themselves. This means that foreign employees can be integrated more deeply in the 

company which perhaps leads to that they feel more connected to the company and are 

easier to control. This structure’s main benefit is that companies will not have to pay 

any margin to the vendor. This structure does not mean that the company will have to 

do everything themselves, they can of course get assistance by consultants and other 

organisations. 

 

Build, operate and transfer 

This structure is preferable when companies want to test a process abroad and are not 

sure about it. The company contacts a vendor which establishes an organization in the 

selected country. They operate the operations for a period of time and then the company 
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considers if they want to transfer selected operations. If they do not feel like the BOT 

(build, operate and transfer) deal should be set up, the set up or infrastructure cost 

should be paid by the vendor. The vendor is taking a chance when setting up the 

organisation since the customer can exit whenever they want to halt the operation. If the 

customer pulls out of the country the vendor is able to sell their organisation to another 

customer. 

 

Joint venture 

JV (joint venture) is the structure where two or more companies, each bringing 

complementary expertise and assets, want to take their business forward. This is done to 

be able to offer it to third parties and to make money out of that type of business. 

Benefits with JV are that you share the responsibility, the risks are spread out and the 

competence is greater. 

 

These five structures are all different ways for a company to offshore processes of their 

business or even whole departments. As described, the company will not have to move 

any employees if they do not want to. They can work with a vendor in a location far 

away without having to send anyone over. This means that even though the company is 

small they can still gain advantage of the offshoring benefits from low-cost locations 

since they do not have to move their business offshore. Larger companies have better 

prerequisites to move departments to locations far away from their parent company 

since they often already have activity in different countries (Edgell, Tite and Lewis, 

2003). 

 

3.3.4 Location selection 

When choosing location there are several factors the company have to consider. All 

different benefits as well as risks must be taken into consideration. Some of the benefits 

suites certain companies better than others. When considering offshoring decision 

makers will have to decide if they first want to select vendor and then location or the 

other way around. A common way is to choose the country first and then try to find the 

best vendor in that country (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 270-271). In 2003 Gartner 

Research published a report called “Choosing an offshore outsourcing location”, 
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containing a comparison of the 10 ten most popular offshoring countries. The result was 

presented in a country rating table as shown below (Gartner Research, 2003,  

as cited in Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 141). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Depending on what companies prioritize they should select a country that fits their 

demands best. What kind of process they are considering offshoring plays a big part in 

the selection of offshoring location. If it is a process that requires rigorous security the 

company should obviously investigate on how safe the location is. Most companies 

have their main focus on saving money by moving offshore. By looking at the rating 

table India, China and Russia all have excellent cost savings. Even though China is 

predicted to be the next big offshoring location, there are some factors that are not 

sufficient enough for most western companies, such as infrastructure, cultural 

compatibility and data security. In the overall climate India is the only country that has 

the rating very good and only Northern Ireland and Ireland comes close with the rating 

good. The disadvantage with these two countries is that they are not much cost saving 

 
Figure 3: Country rating table (Gartner Research, 2003, as cited in Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 141). 
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and that is often a major factor when offshoring (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 141-142). 

India is clearly the preferred destination of most companies, rating the highest in both 

attractiveness and acceptance of the companies (Corbett, 2004, p. 45). 

 

Robinson and Kalakota (2005) discuss a “Location decision matrix” which handles 

different decisions a company will have to take into consideration. This is a tool that 

can be used as base for research when choosing a country. When selecting country the 

company also have to choose which part of the country they find most appropriate, were 

this model also could be used.  

 

Workforce Attractiveness and Economics 

For most companies the major issue of offshoring is cost savings, but there are several 

other factors that have to be taken in consideration. Personnel are one other major issue 

that a company is prioritising. This model describes how the workforce attractiveness is 

at a certain offshoring location. 

 

 

  

Figure 4: Workforce attractiveness and economics (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 270-271)    
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By implementing this model to a selected location the company can get a good 

overview of the workforce and easily compare it to their own and other possible 

locations. 

 

Location Attractiveness and Risks 

Not only personnel and cost savings are important factors for a company but also 

location attractiveness and risks. This model takes care of relevant factors regarding the 

location and risks in the selected location. 

 

  

Figure 5: Location attractiveness and risks (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 270-271) 

 

When selecting a certain location the company is able to implement this model into the 

location that is preferred. Then it is fairly easy to compare different locations since these 

factors are essential for the offshoring decision.  
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3.3.5 Vendor selection 

When a company decides to offshore to a third-party vendor the selection of a vendor is 

possibly the most critical part of the outsourcing process. Many cases have shown that 

selection of a vendor has been treated as nothing more than a procurement decision. 

This approach is not workable in most offshore outsourcing projects, because 

procurement is usually related to achieve the lowest price possible for a certain service. 

For strategic outsourcing selecting a vendor by lowest offer is not suitable (Kobayashi-

Hillary, 2004, p. 165).  

 

Searching for a good vendor is a long and tiring process that could result in frustration 

and temptation to quickly sign a contract which could lead to dissatisfaction. The ability 

to maintain discipline through the process is the key to success when selecting a vendor 

(Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 239).  

 

As mentioned above selecting a vendor for a long-term relationship is a critical task. It 

is a long process that usually takes anywhere from six months to a year. Robinson and 

Kalakota (2005) discuss that the process of selecting a vendor should follow a well-

established method that mentions different criteria and steps for vendor selection. These 

steps will be described in detail below. 

 

Identify core team 

The first step is to form a core team that will participate in the evaluation of vendor and 

in negotiations. People from different departments and groups in the company should be 

a part of the team. If the process to outsource is IT then there should be people in the 

group who have many years of experience in the area. Members of the team should have 

clear, defined roles and responsibilities. Furthermore, if the team is formed in the 

beginning of the process it could be an advantage, because the team will be informed 

directly and can make the best decisions throughout the process (Robinson & Kalakota, 

2005, p. 242).  

 

Research 

Selecting a vendor is a step-by-step proceeding process. Research for a potential vendor 

will start long before any official evaluation. The research helps to ensure that request 
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for information, the next step, is delivered to the right potential vendors (Kobayashi-

Hillary, 2004, p. 167).    

 

Request for information 

A RFI (request for information) provides material from different vendors and 

summarises the company’s requirements for a potential vendor (Kobayashi-Hillary, 

2004, p. 167). When doing an RFI it is best to describe the requirements that are 

important to the company as specifically as possible. In order to receive valuable and 

comparable information the company can send a questionnaire to the vendors that have 

been selected. This questionnaire should clarify the business goals, objectives and also 

motivate why the company is looking for an offshore vendor. Other questions to include 

could be vendor size, location, quality, processes and sets of skills (Robinson & 

Kalakota, 2005, p. 243).  

 

Evaluate information 

When the RFI is completed, it is time to compare the information collected. The 

information should be compared with the company’s requirements and the criteria 

should be based on the level of importance. Once that is done, the vendors that do not 

fulfil the company’s needs and requirements should be removed from the list of 

potential vendors.  

 

A main issue when selecting an offshore vendor is to find a vendor that is consistent 

with the company’s objectives. Another important issue is if the vendor uses external 

subcontractors, because then there is a need to find out information about the company 

which the vendor subcontracts (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 245).  

 

Request for proposal 

RFP (Request for proposal) is the next step and begins as soon as the list of potential 

vendors is finished and focuses on vendors that are skilled enough to take on your 

demands (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 170). The RFP includes all requirements in 

detail, like relevant skills, language skills, Intellectual Property protection and also 

quality certifications. It also includes all the information the vendor needs to prepare a 

bid (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 245).   
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Due diligence 

This is the step where the company should validate or invalidate the process and 

financial information. It is important to get to know the vendor’s management team and 

also make sure that there is a fit between the company’s and the vendor’s management 

teams. Since this is supposed to be a business partnership it is good to examine the 

vendor’s success record and references. Furthermore, it is essential not only to look at 

references but also the detailed history on perhaps the last clients. Try to talk to both 

vendor and client separately and ask them about things that went well and where there 

could have been improvements. Differentiation of vendors is very complicated and a lot 

of vendors guarantee things that they can not deliver. If due diligence is done carefully 

it is possible to find potential surprises that can be critical to the success of the 

partnership (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 249).  

 

Site visit 

A contract should not be signed before a site visit is performed because the visit is an 

essential part of the selection process (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 168). By spending a 

couple of days at a vendor talking to different people such as team leaders, project 

managers and upper management will give an opportunity to observe and listen to how 

the vendor is working. Assessment of the site will evaluate technical infrastructure, 

culture, security and also the quality of human resources (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, 

p. 250).  

 

Test pilot 

Many companies use this strategy to ensure that there is a good relation between the 

company and the vendor. “The pilot will give the company a chance to review the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the offshore vendor’s project management process” 

(Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 251). Here the company can determine if the project is 

completed on time and also find out about the quality.  A pilot is a perfect way to check 

facts and information before a final decision is made (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 

251).  

  

Final decision 
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If a company completes all these steps they should come up with a good vendor in the 

end. By following these steps, the company has taken the time needed to make a finial 

decision about the choice for a vendor and not just jumped in to a partnership. The pilot 

should have given the company the final confidence to proceed in the selection of an 

offshore vendor (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 252).  

 

3.3.6 Governance decision 

Offshoring implies that a vendor will have a certain level of authority for the company’s 

operations; however, the company needs to be comfortable with this situation. Most 

companies are used to take advantage of time and material suppliers, but in an offshore 

project this is the vendor’s responsibility. Since the vendor is responsible for 

development and delivery of the product this also means that the vendor will handle 

resources, planning and scheduling. Therefore offshoring requires another type of 

preparation and relationship than what most companies are used to (Robinson & 

Kalakota, 2005, p. 218) 

  

3.3.7 Contract arrangement 

As soon as the decision of vendor and location is done it is time to discuss the contracts. 

Negotiating the contracts is an important action to avoid problems later on in the 

project. There are three main contracting areas: general, financial and legal contract 

arrangements.  

 

General contract 

The general contract is a central factor for the future work and therefore the company 

has to make sure that they have a strategic view on what they want to achieve. General 

contracts should include everything that is important for the company, like price, 

deadlines and quality, but also aspects like payment, performance measures and service 

level agreement. On the other hand the company also has to understand issues that are 

important to the vendor, because if both parties understand each other this will be a 

good foundation for the partnership (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 219-220).  
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Financial contract  

A financial contract ensures that the offshoring will realize a company’s economical 

goals and include pricing, price stability and hidden costs. An offshore outsourcing 

arrangement with a vendor is usually very expensive and the price depends on size as 

well as complexity of the contract. Understanding of supplier pricing and margins is 

essential for the company when arranging a financial contract (Robinson & Kalakota, 

2005, p. 221).   

 

A financial contract is usually classified into two categories: fixed-price contract and 

time-and-material contracts. Fixed-price contracts include a fixed fee for work 

negotiated before the project starts, which means that major part of the risk is carried by 

selected vendor. In the other case, when contracting by time-and-material, a vendor 

contract out the service provided at a certain rate. The company is responsible for 

monitoring progress of the project and also bears the cost of over-runs.  

 

The financial burden of a terminated contract affects both company and vendor, but 

since most vendors in e.g. India are financially smaller than European companies it 

probably will affect the vendor most. However in case of a terminated or unsuccessful 

project decision maker for both vendor and client should be aware of a loss in personal 

reputation (Gopal, Sivaramakrishnan, Krishnan & Mukhopadhyay, 2003).  

 

Legal contract  

Having a partnership with a company abroad also means that it is important to take care 

of some legal issues, like confidentiality, warranties and liability. When offshoring to 

countries like India it is very important to consider that legal system is very different in 

comparison to the parent location of the company (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 222). 

Since the vendor is responsible for a certain process in the company they might need 

access to trade secrets and other confidential data and information. A legal contract is 

one of the main points of an offshoring agreement that can make the difference if it 

works out smoothly or if it turns into a nightmare. Signing a legal contract could be a 

good solution, while it will give the company a chance to consider the legal issues 

before it is too late (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 177).  
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3.3.8 Service level agreement 

Designing and writing a SLA (service level agreement) could be very difficult, but is 

something that needs to be done. This agreement describes what level of performance 

the company can expect from an offshore vendor and what the vendor is supposed to 

deliver. A well-structured service level agreement should mention start and end dates 

for the service as well as roles and responsibilities of both parties. When the SLA 

design is finished it should possible to measure if the vendor delivers the needed results 

or not (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 223).   

 

3.3.9 Adapt the organisation 

Offshore outsourcing will force the company to change how they do business. 

“Outsourcing is not a fashion; it is a tool that can be used to improve knowledge within 

the company” (Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 231).  Even if all steps in the selection of a 

vendor are performed very carefully, the real work starts when a contract is signed. The 

ability to make the adaptation as smooth as possible is a critical success factor in 

offshore business. This whole transition process should be well planned, documented 

and, last but not least, communicated. There are some major aspects in the transition 

management such as knowledge transfer, communication, employee management and 

quality management.  

 

Knowledge transfer 

The purpose of knowledge transfer is to reach a certain speed in their processes and 

producers by taking the vendor’s employees up to speed. Before this can be done the 

company has to decide what knowledge that should remain in-house and what to 

transfer (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 225).     

 

Communication management 

Communication management is the process that contributes to generate and collect 

correct and timely information. There are two types of communication management; 

strategic and operational.  
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Strategic communication involves all employees within the company. Employees want 

to know the offshoring plans and the reason behind why to offshore, and of course if 

they are affected or not. It is important to inform the employees at all times, otherwise 

they will lose trust and rumours could appear and, in the end, this could affect the whole 

company (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 226). 

 

The operational communication is the communication between company and vendor on 

an everyday basis. Since there are several aspects to have in mind when communicating 

with a vendor it could be a good solution to create a communication plan. This plan 

should include issues like difference in time and location but also cultural and language 

differences. The plan also needs to specify things such as how the communication 

should be performed, when to communicate and who should be involved. According to 

Robinson & Kalakota (2005) good communication management could be a success 

criteria when offshoring.  

 

Employee management 

It is very common that companies and organisations misjudge how important the human 

aspect of employee management is to offshoring. In the transition phase, management 

should place their staff in major focus. Offshoring affects the whole company and 

therefore also the employees, especially the ones who might lose their jobs. The 

management must also have a strategy of how to inform about reasons for offshoring 

and how it will be performed. This is not an easy task for the management but it has to 

be done (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p.228).  

 

Quality management 

Quality management is needed to make sure that a contract fulfils the company’s 

objectives. Planning, assurance and control of quality is a part of this process. Today 

many companies use ISO certifications to ensure the quality. While the ISO 

certifications guarantee that a vendor’s work is of high quality, this has lead to a relief 

for many companies when considering quality (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p.229).  
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3.3.10 Manage the partnership 

Once transition management has taken place it is time to focus on the offshore 

outsourcing partnership. As mentioned before, the relation to a vendor is something that 

should be considered as a major aspect, otherwise this can slow down the whole project. 

The relationship between client and vendor is a key area that determines the success of 

most offshoring projects (Williams, 2003, as cited in Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 160). 

Partnership management focuses on proactive and collaborative management as well as 

topics like evolution of services, communication and generally project management 

(Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p.230).  

 

Project management 

When building an offshore relationship there is a need of effort and delicate handling by 

the management. Managing an onsite project could be quite difficult which most likely 

means that an offshore project is even more difficult to manage. Since there often is 

distance between company and vendor the importance of project management is greater. 

If the communication process is well structured, it could decrease risks and increase 

efficiency. Other aspects that need to be considered by onsite management are 

differences in culture and language. A simple task as sending an e-mail could be a 

problem due to both language and time difference. Therefore it is important that the 

onsite managers inform and prepare their staff about what it is like to work with an 

offshore vendor (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p.231). 

 

Relationship management 

An offshoring project might need a new organisational process to be able to manage the 

relationship between team members both onsite and offshore. Usually direct interaction 

between project team members occurs when having coffee or lunch together but this 

does not work in an offshore outsourcing project team. The management has to assure 

that there is a certain level of communication both formal and informal. Communication 

is essential for success and could be performed by e-mail, teleconferences and 

videoconferences (Robinson & Kalakota 2005, p. 232). 
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Risk management 

Risk management in an offshoring project describes the partnership risks. Risks need to 

be identified, analyzed and responded to. Risk management is an ongoing and iterative 

process where assessment, analysis of impacts and risk migration are the main parts. 

One of the major concerns for most companies is problems related to security. Security 

problems could lead to enormous disasters that end up being very expensive. Security 

should also be a part of risk management to be able to determine security related attacks 

and identify actions needed to prevent or moderate these attacks (Robinson & Kalakota 

2005, p. 234).   

 

3.3.11 Exit strategy 

All projects will eventually end, and when drafting a contract it usually includes an end 

date, however it is a common mistake not to plan for what happens next. Talking about 

what to do when the partnership ends when discussing a contract can easily feel 

insensitive and inappropriate but this will make the end easier for both parties 

(Kobayashi-Hillary 2004, p.184). Some companies are even forced to exit a contract 

before it expires due to some reason. Michael F Corbett and Associates (2002) have 

listed six common reasons for a company to exit an outsourcing contract: 

• If a vendor fails to achieve the objective the company can exit the contract. 

• The contract expires.  

• Deals where a contract is depending on approvals from governments such as 

different approvals and licenses. 

• Something is default such as material. 

• A disagreed resolution can justify an exit in the agreement. 

• If a vendor gets a change of control. 

 

In addition to these six listed reasons, there also is a possibility that the company or 

vendor wants to cancel the whole contract due to change in management or strategy. In 

these cases, both companies will have to arrange financial compensation for the affected 

company. Unfortunately, exit plans are often ignored even though all contracts end and 

the renewal must be planned from the beginning to make the changeover run more 

smoothly (Corbett. et al., 2002, as cited in Kobayashi-Hillary, 2004, p. 184 - 185). 
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4. Empirical study 

 

This empirical study is based on a questionnaire (see Appendix A) that has been sent to 

a number of companies in Sweden. Chapter four summarizes offshore experiences, 

attitudes and gives an overview of the situation today based on the answers collected 

(see Appendix B-F).  

 

4.1 Offshoring 

One major reason for offshoring is that Swedish companies want to increase and 

globalize their base of capabilities in the service sector. One company mentioned that 

they wanted to turn offshoring into a business opportunity instead of considering it as a 

threat. Since the cost level is lower in most offshore locations it is possible for Swedish 

companies to offer service every hour of the day, seven days a week, and also a high 

level of quality. Therefore companies will become more attractive on the market, 

particularly for global customers and other businesses that demand service every hour of 

the day, seven days a week. 

 

4.2 Location 

One of the interviewed companies prefers to bring offshore employees to their onsite 

location in Sweden. The reason for this is because it is hard to find competent 

employees for their operating units in Sweden.  India seems to be a popular country 

when Swedish companies choose their location for offshoring, but also countries in 

Eastern Europe like Poland, Estonia and the Czech Republic are becoming more 

common. Eastern Europe is an offshore location that is close to Sweden and offers a 

price level essentially lower than countries in Northern Europe. Czech Republic is 

considered as an established country that has a culture quite similar to the Swedish with 

good, well educated labourers and an infrastructure that is built out well.  

 

One reason for India’s popularity is that many Indian companies have a good reputation 

and they are also well-known for their well educated and skilled personnel. One 

company thought that employees from India usually are more competent than Swedish 
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staff, and also more precise and well structured. There are some problems related to 

verbal communication since Indian English is quite hard to understand for Swedish 

personnel.  On the other hand the English written by Indians are sometimes better than 

English written by Swedish employees.  

 

4.3 Problems and security 

To find out what customers and business partners think about offshoring, there are some 

cases where a market survey has been done to give the company an idea of the present 

situation. In this preparatory phase there have also been companies who have tried to 

find some potential vendors to start off with. At this stage some companies found it hard 

to find suitable pilots, since it was hard to find a vendor of right type and size. 

 

The interviewed companies did not experience any problems related neither to the 

establishment at the offshore location nor with the vendor.  The motive for that is 

possibly well performed research and information collecting before establishment was 

accomplished. It is mentioned that having knowledge about the country and the vendor 

in advance could be one reason to avoid problems later. Risk related to offshoring 

workforce is the same when considering risks of hired consultants in Sweden. In most 

cases the recruitment is done carefully, and demands on future employees are very high.  

 

Security levels are very strict and are based on the level of security that customers 

demand for infrastructure and facilities, critical environments. Physical security issues 

could be access to facilities, offices and other areas. On the other hand there are many 

security aspects related to infrastructure and computing environment that also need to be 

included in policies to ensure security that the customers demand.  

 

Many of the offshore countries generally provide same high level of security as in 

Sweden. Though there is one major security issue that concerns companies in Sweden 

and that is the risk of pirate copying of software solutions.  
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4.4 Quality and price 

Swedish companies think that the quality is good, or maybe better, when offshoring, 

and as expected prices are lower, but time of delivery is longer. One company thought 

that from customers’ point of view, they should be able to obtain a more flexible and 

secure delivery, with possibilities to an increased amount of services but also lower 

prices, in the long run.  

 

4.5 Future  

When it comes to the situation for Swedish personnel losing their jobs to e.g. Indians, 

there are different opinions. Some think that the same thing will occur in the IT industry 

as happened in the car and electronic industry in the past and jobs will move abroad 

fairly quickly.  This means that Swedish IT staff will have to find new positions in the 

value chain to be able to motivate their high cost situation. Hopefully the employees 

will not loose their jobs instead their work tasks will be different from today. Another 

opinion is that software development probably will be moved offshore and thereby 

Swedish job openings will be lost. The reaction from IT personnel in Sweden is that 

offshoring is a threat to them, but companies have tried to turn offshoring into an 

opportunity to get more knowledge both professional but also cultural.  
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5. Result  

 

5.1 How to manage the offshore process 

Since globalization makes the world smaller and the marketplace becomes larger most 

businesses have been affected in a way that forces them to follow this trend to be able to 

stand strong in the competitive advantage. Many IT companies have been influenced by 

low costs of labour in countries like India and China and have thereby taken the first 

step into the global market. This requires a lot of planning and research before being 

realized; therefore we will discuss offshoring based on a case with a fictive company 

called AbcIT. 

 

The first step is to put together a team to find out whether to invest in offshore 

outsourcing or not. Their main task is to collect knowledge and information that could 

support them in decision-making. In order to facilitate the gathering of opinions both 

from customers and business partners it is recommended to perform a survey. When 

AbcIT performed their survey they found out that in most cases customer response was 

optimistic, but some customers are worried about how offshoring could affect the 

outcome of the process. Since some of the employees are not convinced about the 

situation this possibly could affect the customers’ attitude when answering a survey. 

Therefore it is important for a company like AbcIT to gain approval not just from all 

employees but also that management support the decision to move offshore. When a 

majority of employees, management and customers are optimistic about offshore 

outsourcing it is time to move one step further in this process. 

  

Next task that AbcIT need to consider is what process or processes to move offshore. 

The management perceived that there is a need for change in some processes but they 

also discuss some other possible opportunities. Apart from two processes that needs a 

change, application maintenance and support; management also considers offshoring of 

prototype development and IT strategy. Since selecting a process is related to the risk 

the company is willing to take, considering price and quality (see theory), strategic 

processes like IT strategy and prototype development are not suitable to offshore. 
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Therefore AbcIT, at this stage, should focus on the offshoring of application 

maintenance and support.  

 

AbcIT then need to research the scope of these processes and to be able to find out that 

what process to start with. The result of the research indicated that it is probably a good 

idea to start with just one process, because otherwise it will take a lot of time and effort 

for a mid-size company like AbcIT to move abroad. Research should include all related 

resources, such as service levels, but also financial issues like costs and benefits of the 

situation today.  Obviously, this is an important step for companies that consider 

offshoring. 

 

5.1.1 Offshoring structure 

When choosing offshoring structure it is preferable to collect knowledge about different 

options. As mentioned earlier, they have five different structures to consider. In this 

case location also will have to be taken in consideration since distance to offshoring 

country is a major issue. If they choose a country in Asia, such as India, distance is 

long. The longer the distance, the harder it is to move personnel. AbcIT will have to 

find out how difficult it is to travel to the offshoring destination and have transport costs 

in mind. Countries in Asia, such as India, are time consuming and expensive travel 

destinations. Since India is far away from Sweden AbcIT needs to consider if they want 

to move physically or if they just want to offshore a process to India without having 

anybody transferred. 

 

AbcIT has been in contact with DefIT about a joint venture arrangement. DefIT is a 

similar company and they are very interested in a partnership with AbcIT, since they 

think that AbcIT is complementing them well with their skills and assets. A joint 

venture can save the companies a lot of costs compared to if they would move their 

processes on their own. However, in this case AbcIT does not think that DefIT is an 

appropriate business partner and therefore they decide not to cooperate with DefIT. 

Instead they have to choose between the “do it yourself” or the “offshore outsourcing” 

structure since that would suit them well.  The structure first mentioned is very 

demanding, since the company will not have as much help as they would if they hire a 

vendor. Even though this structure has many advantages, such as they do not have to 
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pay the vendor and they can control their employees easier, AbcIT decided to choose 

the offshore outsourcing structure. This is because it is easier for them to get started 

with an experienced vendor, since their knowledge regarding the offshore location is 

limited and it will take a lot of effort to gain that knowledge. With this structure they 

can benefit from the vendor’s knowledge and experience. By using a vendor they are 

also able to decrease the risks if they choose an experienced vendor that has worked 

with similar companies.  

5.1.2 Location selection 

AbcIT is examining which country that best would fit their company and the selected 

process. Like many other companies, they want to save money by offshoring and are 

therefore prioritizing a country that is a low-cost location. AbcIT decides to implement 

a location decision matrix on India, since India is a suitable low cost location according 

to information collected. This model will give the company a good overview of the 

selected location and is therefore a useful tool.  

 

As described in chapter three this model first implement the workforce attractiveness 

model to get an overview of the personnel. When implementing this model on India 

there are over 1 billion people in the labour pool and about 25- 30 percent of them are 

English speaking. When considering cost savings, India is a very cost saving location 

compared to many other offshoring countries. An Indian IT professional earns $8 000-

$15 000 annually which is much lower compared to other countries. The level of 

education and technical skills of Indian employees are high and there is a large sum of 

people who are educated in engineering. There is a cultural gap between Indian and 

western people that companies will have to keep in mind if working with Indian 

employees. When it comes to quality, most of the vendors have certifications, such as 

ISO (Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 278-278 

 

AbcIT found the outcome of this model very satisfying and tried to implement the 

“Location Attractiveness and Risks” model so they can get a general idea about India as 

a potential location. 

 

Infrastructure in India has improved rapidly in the last couple of years but there still are 

some problems with various parts of the infrastructure, such as the electric power 
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reliability. “Telecommunications failures and power cuts are still relatively common 

occurrences in Bangalore, which significantly affect developer productivity” (Nicholson 

& Sahay, p. 349). Even though Bangalore is one of the best-developed cities in India 

when it comes to infrastructure, there are still issues that companies will have to keep in 

mind. On the other hand, Bangalore has fewer problems than other parts of India. A 

tension between India and Pakistan has existed for a long time, despite this, India is 

considered quite stable. Laws in India are intended to strictly protect intellectual 

property and copyrights, but the enforcements of these laws are weak. It is a 9-12 hour 

time difference between the United States and Europe markets. This is very useful for 

some companies since it is possible to operate 24 hours per day, but this can also be a 

negative issue for some companies as it requires that they communicate at night 

(Robinson & Kalakota, 2005, p. 279-280). Overall AbcIT is very satisfied with the 

result of this model implementation, and decides to focus on one part of India that 

would best suit their interests. 

 

5.1.3 Vendor selection 

AbcIT is considering different solutions of how to offshore the selected process and in 

the end they decide to select the offshore outsourcing structure and contracts a vendor at 

a preferred location. This is the best approach for a company that wants to offshore, 

since location benefits are often the most important factors. As selecting a vendor is one 

of the most critical tasks when planning an offshore outsourcing contract it is well 

worth to put a lot of time and effort in to the selection process. AbcIT have done a 

proper job when selecting the location and need to do the same when selecting a vendor. 

India is an offshore location that, in the last few years, has become very popular when it 

comes to offshoring IT activities and therefore there are some big, well-established 

Indian vendors to select from. AbcIT is looking for a vendor that is interested to 

establish a long-term relationship since the offshore outsourcing will affect the way they 

do their business. 

 

The selection process approximately takes six months up to one year. This can have a 

negative effect on the team working with the project since they probably can experience 

a sense of frustration when trying to find the right company to work with. When 

selecting a vendor there are some costs that need to be considered; costs for 
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documentation and negotiating might be the ones that are forgotten. The fulltime project 

management payments, as well as the expenses for travel, are also costs that need to be 

taken into account when selecting the vendor.   

 

AbcIT needs to research on how they should perform the selection phase and find a 

method that seems most suitable for them. The method they have chosen goes through a 

few different steps that need to be fulfilled when looking for the right vendor. The first 

thing AbcIT will have to do is to form a team that should work with the vendor 

selection from the beginning to the end. As the team is to make the final decision 

concerning the vendor, a team that consists of a combination of employees with various 

backgrounds and suitable competences is needed. AbcIT therefore decides to form a 

team with the most suitable people within the company that have the most knowledge 

and experience from these kinds of projects. Team members from different departments 

within the company now need to work together and use their knowledge to find the right 

vendor for this offshore project. In some cases there is a need for external specialists in 

the offshoring area and therefore they should have in mind that consultants may need to 

back up the team in their work. These consultants can be brought in when considering 

the selection of location since they often have a lot of experience in offshore 

outsourcing projects. It is also very important that the team has support and trust from 

management, because if the board or the managers do not support the offshore 

outsourcing project this can affect the company negatively in the end.  

 

AbcIT identified their core team and started off with the research work. Research is to 

be done carefully since this is the foundation of the whole project. Even if this is not the 

most exciting part of the work, solid research will often pay back in the end when 

making the final decision. AbcIT selected several potential vendors and performed 

detailed research on each of them in order to be able to collect the information wanted. 

The team tried to focus on Indian companies that were high-rated and well known when 

considering processes of certain kinds, but they also selected some companies that 

seemed suitable for this case but did not appear in any kind rating lists. This because the 

team wanted a wide base to start out from and then later be able to decide on the ones 

that were most potential.  The research helped the team to ensure that the next step 

when selecting a vendor, request for information, was only delivered to the most 

potential vendors.  
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By requesting information AbcIT will get the information and material needed from 

selected vendors. AbcIT decided to send a questionnaire to the vendors in order to get 

valuable and comparable information.  Potential vendors should be able to answer 

questions about quality, skills and processes, but there is also a need for the companies 

to inform what their goals, objectives and motives are for this future partnership. AbcIT 

also found it crucial to explain their requirements and what was most important for 

them in the partnership since this will affect the partnership as well. 

 

Once receiving answers from the vendors, it is time to evaluate all the collected 

information. AbcIT compared the information with their requirements and also their 

level of importance. If a vendor did not fulfil AbcIT’s needs and requirements the 

vendor was eliminated from the list of potential vendors. Then the gathering of 

information about the selected vendors started. All the requirements needs to be 

specified in this phase called ‘request for proposal’. Since AbcIT wants to gather more 

information regarding the vendors than what was collected in the questionnaire, they 

started to find out how competent the vendors were regarding relevant knowledge and 

language skills, information about security and infrastructure, such as Intellectual 

Property protection, but also information about quality certifications like ISO. It is 

important to provide the vendors with the required information to plan the proposal.  

 

Since AbcIT is looking for a long-term partnership they needed to gather as much 

information as possible regarding the way the vendor functions and handles decision 

making. Therefore they decided to get to know the vendor’s management team. It is also 

possible to perform an inspection of the vendor’s success record in order to find 

information about the past and to talk to the vendor and clients to find out both 

problems and things that went well. This part can be described as very critical, because 

they do not want to get any revelations about the vendor later in the partnership.  

 

It is important to get a closer look at the selected location before moving any processes. 

Therefore AbcIT visited India in the beginning of the project to observe how other 

companies were working with Indian vendors and to get more knowledge about the 

country and the culture. However, at this stage in the selecting process they decided to 

make another visit, but now at some of the selected vendors. This should be done to get 
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a more comprehensive impression of the vendor before any possible partnership. When 

visiting the company should try to meet and talk to as many employees as possible in 

order to get a view of how the vendor is functioning and look closer into aspects like 

security, technical infrastructure and human resources. AbcIT then need to evaluate all 

the information and impressions and the results will indicate who the most suitable 

vendor is.  Before the contract is signed the team should decide to perform a pilot to be 

able to ensure that the cooperation between the two companies will work out. The pilot 

will give an idea of time and quality, which will make the finial decision easier. Then 

finally AbcIT decided which vendor to choose and after the decision the team felt that 

their research and work were important and necessary for the selection. 

 

Once the decision is made the team should start to negotiate and arrange the different 

contracts. AbcIT and the vendor decided to negotiate contracts in three areas: general, 

financial and legal to avoid problems later on. The general contract is most important, 

since it includes all critical areas, such as price and quality. Since this is a contract 

between two parties, AbcIT and the vendor have to understand each other’s needs when 

negotiating the contract to get a good foundation for this business relation.  

 

A financial contract could either be based on fixed price or time-and-material. When 

looking for a long-term relationship intended for many different projects, the contract 

should be based on fixed price since it is easier to calculate the costs and revenues for 

each project. As their primary reason for offshoring is to reduce costs, they want to be 

able to evaluate and compare the differences between past and present regarding costs 

and revenues. This is to make a comparison easier later on in the project. When a 

vendor was selected in India they have to consider the legal aspects. India is quite 

different from Sweden when it comes to how the legal system works. To minimize 

problems related to legal issues in the future AbcIT and the vendor arranged a legal 

contract.  

 

Last but not least, they need to design and write a service level agreement that would 

describe the level of service that could be expected that the vendor can provide. This 

kind of agreement includes project dates, but also roles and responsibilities for both of 

the companies.  
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5.1.4 Transition management 

Once the contract arrangements are finished they have to manage the transition. This is 

a very important step that has to be done as smoothly as possible and therefore there is a 

need for planning, documentation and communication.  

 

Knowledge transfer is a part of the transition management and to be able to handle this 

transfer it requires that the company have understanding of the current situation. Since 

AbcIT will transfer a process to India, it does not include the employees usually 

working with this process in Sweden, instead a totally new team will undertake the 

process without any experience or knowledge about the company or the process. AbcIT 

decided that their current team should be a part of this knowledge transfer and help the 

new team in India get started. The Swedish project team can also become a part of the 

recruitment process since they have certain requirements from their customers and also 

because they have the knowledge about what is required for this process. Therefore they 

are able to perform the recruitment carefully with high demand on the potential 

personnel.  

At this stage AbcIT have to understand that the current situation has affected the 

Swedish team members since their process is moved offshore. For that reason, they 

must inform their workforce in Sweden about the circumstances regarding the offshore 

outsourcing to India. The employees have to be involved to understand what is going 

on, otherwise there could be unnecessary misunderstandings that could affect the whole 

company in the end. This is an issue that they have to handle from the beginning of the 

project. The sooner the employees are informed about the future plans regarding 

offshoring the better. AbcIT management indicated that they still will need all of the 

Swedish employees but they will probably have other work tasks in the future. This is a 

new situation for many Swedish companies and Swedish IT staffs, but there might not 

need to be such a vast loss of work opportunities; instead the Swedish staffs have to 

climb higher in the value chain to find new positions.  

 

Communication is very important in this new relationship between the company and the 

vendor. Usually in a company people talk and meet each other when having lunch or 

perhaps in the corridor, but when working with a company in an offshore location this 

regular communication is not that obvious.  To make the best of the situation AbcIT and 

the vendor decided to form a communication plan. They have to consider aspects like 
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time difference, differences in language and culture. In the end they came up with a plan 

stating how to communicate where e-mail became the major communication channel, 

but also video and phone meetings were scheduled on a regular basis. The project 

management in India and in Sweden should be involved in these meetings as well as 

some staff working with the process.  

 

5.1.5 Managing the partnership 

When selecting a vendor, arranged contracts and managed the transition, the 

management has to focus on how to manage the partnership with the offshore vendor. A 

good relation with the vendor is a major aspect that the company will have to consider 

and, as mentioned before, communication is a key factor for success. From a managerial 

point of view, this global project could be quite hard to manage and, to avoid problems; 

AbcIT tried to inform all the employees what it is like to work with an offshore vendor. 

Even if this does not make the process problem free it might be a good way to get the 

employees to understand the complexity in an offshore relationship. AbcIT have to 

understand that managing team members in Sweden and India is not an easy task, and 

the communication plan formed earlier will be the foundation. Still, there are cultural 

and language differences between Sweden and India that AbcIT also needs to consider 

in the communication plan. Even though most Indian’s English is better than the 

Swedish staff there can be misunderstandings due to differences in expressing oneself. 

If most of the Swedish employees are positive about working with India many of them 

could consider this new relationship as an opportunity to learn about a new country and 

culture. Hopefully this can help to strengthen the relationship.  

 

5.1.6 Risks  

Since offshoring means that the company has to share information and possibly 

company secrets with a vendor in an offshore location there are some security measures 

and risks that carefully need to be considered. Companies will need to have a well-

structured risk management with ongoing monitoring of the processes. When it comes 

to security there are many aspects to consider: physical, technical infrastructure and 

computing environment. Some customers have demands on security when working with 

their projects, both in Sweden and, now, also in India. A major risk that could concern 
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the company, and their customers, is the risk of copying software solutions. AbcIT will 

have to keep in mind that when offshoring to another country a risk of data spreading 

will increase. Therefore it is very important that the offshoring process is carefully 

considered so that the company does not expose themselves to any unnecessary risks. 

When offshoring to India it will be difficult to control the personnel and that is an issue 

that they also will have to keep in mind. Even if there is money to save they have to 

reflect whether it is worth the risks being involved or not. A good way to get a general 

idea of the risks and the benefits from a certain location is to perform a SWOT analysis. 

 

5.1.7 Exit strategy 

AbcIT should consider an exit strategy when signing a contract with the vendor. A 

contract with an exit strategy signed by both parts will make an exit much easier for 

both of them. To have an exit strategy is important so that they clearly understand what 

to do when the contract expires. Not to plan for what happens when a contract ends is a 

common mistake that many companies make, when drafting an offshoring contract. The 

contract will have to handle all possible questions that may occur when exiting the 

contract so that the transition will run as smoothly as possible. 

 

Not only a strategy of what to do when the contract expires is necessary, but also a 

strategy that can handle a possible break of the contract is essential. As mentioned 

earlier there are many different reasons to why a contract can expire. There are also 

many questions that need to be taken care of such as:  

• Who owns the equipment purchased during the contract? 

• Who owns the intellectual property? 

• What should happen to employees possibly being recruited during offshoring? 

• What to do with the facilities? 

 

These are just a few of the questions that may need to be answered when exiting a 

contract, and the more questions that are answered in the contract, the smoother the exit 

will be. Even though it might feel insensitive to discuss the exit strategy, AbcIT will 

definitely benefit to have all questionable doubts predetermined in the contract. Not 

only AbcIT will benefit from it but the vendor will also be able to negotiate on which 

demands they have when a contract is being exited. 
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5.2 Conclusion 

As we have mentioned above there are many issues to consider in advance but also 

while working with the offshore project when offshoring IT to a low-cost location like 

India. Since offshoring will move a company from its parent location abroad, many new 

problems will occur. A project of this size requires careful planning as well as proper 

communication and management.  This demands a strong motivation and involvement 

from the whole company.  One important issue is that the management need to support 

the project otherwise this could affect the employees negatively. 

 

There are many critical issues to have in mind when moving IT activities to an offshore 

location. Since this is not just a large project but also a large transition for most 

companies, the process will take a lot of time and effort. This is something that the 

management needs to consider when thinking about offshoring. To be able to manage 

the process in a good way these critical issues need to be researched, well planned and 

taken into careful consideration. A SWOT analysis could be a useable tool for a 

company to get a good overview before making the decision.   

 

Once the decision is made one of the first steps is to select process and also decide how 

to manage the project, e.g. do-it-yourself or offshore to a vendor. Even if the major 

reason when offshoring, is cost savings there are other benefits that needs to be realized 

as well, when making the decision. Further on, a core team should be formed, and they 

are dedicated to work with the project, which includes the selection of location and 

vendor but also to arrange different agreements, such as the legal contract. Since the 

general contract with the vendor could be withdrawn in advance due to e.g. problems in 

the partnership, it is important to form an exit plan that specifies what both parties 

should do if the offshore project does not work out the right way. Last but not least the 

team should also be able to manage the transition into this new partnership. This could 

appear very simple but an offshore project is a long and tiresome process and this is 

something the team needs to understand from the beginning.  
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5.3 SWOT analysis 

Offshoring to India is not something that happens over night, it is a long process that 

requires a lot of planning and research. Thus there are many aspects that need to be 

considered before taking the step and move IT processes to a vendor in India. To  

summary of these aspects are presented in the SWOT analysis below to give an 

overview of what AbcIT and other companies in Sweden, as well as companies in other 

countries, can expect when offshoring IT activities to India. We have chosen India for 

our analysis since it is one of the main locations for offshoring of IT processes. 

 

SWOT analysis is a methodology that examines the opportunities and threats in an 

external environment and relates them to internal strengths and weaknesses. The SWOT 

analysis supports companies to evaluate the environmental factors and internal situation 

facing a project (Turban, 2004, p. 568).  

 

 

 

Figure 6: Offshoring to India - SWOT analysis 
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5.3.1 Strengths 

 

Low cost labour 

As discussed before, the major reason for offshore outsourcing of IT activities to India 

is to cut costs: both operating costs and labour costs.  

 

High level of education 

One of India’s main advantages is that the country has a very large group of well-

educated skilled people and many of the Indian companies also have a very good 

reputation.  

 

Long experience 

Most Indian vendors have been working with companies from Western countries for 

quite a long time which is an advantage for the future partnership when offshoring to 

India.  

 

Low start-up costs 

When establishing a site at a low-cost location there will be a start-up cost, however 

these costs are normally lower than establishing in the parent country of the company. 

Since most Indian states have a good IT infrastructure this also generates low start-up 

costs.  

 

Quality certifications 

Once working with an offshore vendor in India the quality is an important issue. Today 

many Indian companies have some kind of quality certification such as ISO and Six 

Sigma that can prove their level of quality.  

 

Good language skills 

Educated Indians speak English well and their written English is usually even better. 

This is a very important advantage in the long-run, since many other countries today 

offer the comparable offshore services as India. 
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Time zone difference 

Time difference is one of the main strengths when working with a vendor at an offshore 

location such as India. This gives companies in Sweden a possibility to offer their 

services 24 hours a day and seven days a week due to the offshore location. 

 

5.3.2 Weaknesses  

 

Problems in infrastructure 

Even if the infrastructure in India is working quite well today there is still problems 

related to telecommunication, transportation and energy, as well as the electricity that is 

unreliable in some areas.  

 

Long delivery time 

The time of delivery could be a weakness when offshoring to India since the delivery 

distance is longer when working with an offshore vendor. However, in the long-run, 

low prices and good quality could compensate the time of delivery. 

 

Long start-up period 

Starting an offshore project in India is a long process. This is due to the distance from 

Sweden but also other aspects like how people are used to work in their home country. 

However, issues like technology and infrastructure can also affect that the start-up 

period will be longer than if doing the same work in Sweden.  

 

Cultural barriers 

Indian culture is very different when comparing to the Swedish culture. Not just religion 

and rituals, but also differences in how people work and act. Problems related to culture 

could be a major block in an offshoring project.  

 

Lack of security 

When offshoring IT activities to India it is hard to control the security at the site.  

However, if the risk management is performed carefully it can help to avoid security 

problems at the location.  
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5.3.3 Opportunities 

 
Global market 

Swedish companies that decided to offshore IT activities to India should be able to 

stand strong in the competitive advantage in relation to companies that do not invest in 

offshoring. Offshoring companies generally can offer lower prices but the same quality 

and this can strengthen their position on the global market.   

 

5.3.4 Threats 

 
Competition 

Since the offshore outsourcing trend tempts many Swedish and international companies 

to move IT activities to low-cost locations the competitive advantage for companies like 

AbcIT is very important. If companies all over the world start to offer good quality of 

products to a very low price the consequences will result in higher demands on both 

companies and vendors in the future. Furthermore, there is a threat to the Swedish IT 

personnel who risk loosing their jobs due to the fact that the Swedish job openings will 

move to India.   

 

Increased software piracy 

Even if the level of security is high in India, some Swedish companies are worried 

about the risk of pirate copying of software. Even if India has a lower rate of piracy than 

many other offshore locations, this still is a problem and compared to Europe the rates 

in India are almost twice as high.  

 

Political situation 

The political situation in India today is relatively stable but there still is a tension 

between India and Pakistan. 
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6. Discussion 

 

6.1 Criticism of the thesis  

When finished writing the thesis we have realized that some things could have been 

done differently. However there are also things that were performed as good as possible. 

Our thesis is based upon both theory and an empirical study. The written material that 

we used has been satisfying, but it has been quite hard to find reliable sources about 

offshoring. This could affect the thesis negative since sources found have been used a 

lot, while the subject is fairly new it has been hard to find written material.  However 

some sources have been very suitable for the thesis and are used as a foundation. We 

have used these sources very carefully and detailed instead of using many different 

sources very briefly. We have also tried to complement our main sources with related 

scientific articles. 

 

Our empirical study is based on a questionnaire that was sent to many different 

companies, but we only received answers from a few of them. Therefore it is important 

to understand that this part of the thesis can only give a brief view of the current 

situation for companies in Sweden. To be able to get a broader view of how offshoring 

to low-cost locations affects companies in Sweden and their employees, more answers 

are needed. When performing a questionnaire like this it is important to get answers of 

the right kind and therefore correct questions need to be asked. We have experienced 

that it is preferable to put together a questionnaire later on in the work, since this will 

generate the best questions. As time is limited when writing a thesis it is hard to get in 

contact with companies and give them enough time to complete the questionnaire.  

   

6.2 Further research 

When writing a thesis new interesting questions appears during the process, and it is 

impossible to examine those more detailed. However we have found some areas and 

questions that could be interesting for further research. 
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In this thesis we have just discussed offshore outsourcing of IT in relation to some 

Swedish companies. However there are much more to find out, since offshore 

outsourcing is a global up going trend it is an aspect that involves more companies and 

people today and in the future. There has been some research done considering the 

future work situation in Western countries like Sweden. Employees in these countries 

do not know what will happen to their employment in the next few years, will their 

work tasks move offshore or remain onsite at parent location? Furthermore there is an 

interest of other low-cost locations that could be considerable in the future. Is there still 

a need to move IT activities to locations far away or will there be a need for locations 

closer to the company’s parent location?  

 

When offshoring to another country companies’ will in some cases contract a vendor 

and the vendor’s employees. Companies in Western countries like Sweden might need 

to consider the situation and environment at the vendors’. Maybe there is a need to 

ensure human resources and the work situation for employees. But also get a general 

view of wages and employees’ relation to a union. This is an area of interest that could 

be further explored to achieve the best work situation and environment for employees at 

the offshore location.  

 

We also think that it would be very interesting to be able to observe and work with a 

company during an offshore outsourcing project to see if reality agrees with theory. 

This would also give a good view of the situation both in Sweden and at an offshore 

location. 
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Appendix A – Questions 

These questions are used as the foundation for the questionnaire. 

 

Questions 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring? 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet? Varför valde ni offshoring 

just där? 

Hur gick ni tillväga i förarbetet? 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes i ert fall? 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring? 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete? 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med? 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och personalens kompetens? Hur ser personalens 

anställningsformer ut? Är personalen fackligt anslutna? 

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring? Är personalen ”ärlig”? Är tekniken säker?  

Har ni upplevt några problem med piratkopiering? 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten? 

Vad är de anställdas inställning till offshoring? Finns det någon risk att jobben går 

förlorade? 

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring? 

Hur ser slutprodukten ut? Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid tar det? 

Hur reagerar era kunder på offshoringverksamheten?  

Upplever de någon skillnad kvalitémässigt? 

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera? 

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag? Hur många svenskar finns på plats? Hur många anställda 

finns totalt? 

 

 

 



  

Appendix B – Answers company I 

 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring? 

XXX affärsområde XXX globala kunder förväntar sig att vi kan leverera heltäckande 

tjänster inom områden där vi idag har svårt att vara konkurrenskraftiga, t ex vissa 

dygnet-runt-tjänster (24/7). För att kunna bli konkurrenskraftiga inom dessa områden 

måste vi hitta lösningar i lågkostnadsländer.   

 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet?  

I Tjeckien med centret i XXX där uppbyggnaden av verksamheten just nu pågår.    

 

Varför valde ni offshoring just där?  

Ett primärt kriterium för XXX-satsningen är att öka och globalisera vår kompetensbas 

inom tjänsteproduktionen. Eftersom kostnadsnivån är väsentligt lägre än i Norden kan 

vi bemanna med mycket kompetenta medarbetare för dygnet-runt-tjänster (24/7) i än 

högre grad än tidigare med en mycket hög kvalitet. Vi blir därmed än mer attraktiva på 

marknaden, i synnerhet för globalt verksamma kundföretag och andra verksamheter 

med krav på 24/7-tjänstetillgång. 

 

XXX erbjuder väsentligt lägre kostnadsnivå än Norden och ligger i ett stabilt land som 

är kulturellt närliggande Norden, med god tillgång till välutbildad arbetskraft samt en 

modern, välutbyggd infrastruktur.  

 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes och hur gick ni tillväga? 

Den grundläggande infrastrukturen fanns på plats. Därutöver har gjorts en ambitiös 

satsning på rekryteringen av blivande medarbetare.  

 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring? 

Se ovan.     

 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete? 

Inga av betydelse, säkerligen mycket beroende på att god kunskap om Tjeckien och dess 

förhållanden fanns sedan tidigare. 



  

 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med? 

Nej.     

 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och den utländska personalens kompetens? 

De medarbetare vi rekryterar har en hög nivå och kvalitet på utbildning, och uppvisar 

mycket höga ambitioner och prestationsvilja.       

    

Hur ser den utländska personalens anställningsformer ut, är de fackligt anslutna? 

XXX följer de vedertagna lokala anställningsvillkoren och bestämmelserna. 

 

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring, uppfyller den inhyrda personalen era krav på 

säkerhet?   

Svar ja, XXX ställer mycket höga krav på den personal som rekryteras, och 

rekryteringen sker mycket noggrant.    

 

Är tekniken, enligt era krav, i det inhyrda företaget/landet säker?    

Lokalerna och infrastrukturen i XXX kommer att upprättas baserat på de hårda 

säkerhetskraven som gäller för våra kunders viktigaste (s.k. critical) miljöer. Detta 

omfattar mycket höga krav på såväl fysisk säkerhet till/i lokalerna (skalskydd och 

tillträdeskontroll) som logiskt till system/information (behörighet/kryptering).  

 

Tjeckien erbjuder generellt sett samma höga nivå på säkerhet för verksamheten som 

Sverige/Finland. 

 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten på plats? 

Se ovan.    

 

Vad är den svenska personalens inställning till er offshoringverksamhet?   

Generellt sett förstående för behovet men naturligtvis finns viss oro för den långsiktiga 

påverkan på arbetstillfällena inom företaget.  

 

 



  

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring? 

Min personliga uppfattning är att de flesta uppdrag som är av karaktären att de 

antingen är  

1) starkt produktionsorienterade (repetitiva) eller 

2) uppdrag som är av karaktären varianter av kända teman där en detaljerad 

kravspecifikation relativt enkelt kan tas fram (från en känd bas) och troligtvis 

också utan större mått av personlig kreativitet kan verkställas,  

kan betraktas som ”stapelvaror” och kommer att långsiktigt försvinna till 

lågkostnadsländer. 

 

Detta förhållande tror jag gäller, utan någon avgörande skillnad, på sikt oberoende av 

utbildningsnivå som krävs för genomförande. I synnerhet i ett läge där utbildningsnivån 

och –kvaliteten snabbt ökar i många lågkostnadsländer. 

 

Uppdrag för svenska kunder som   

1) är starkt beroende av nära kundkontakt för sin utformning och utförande 

och/eller  

2) präglas av nytt/snabbföränderligt produkt/tjänsteinnehåll och/eller  

3) kräver stort risktagande  

kommer i de allra flesta fall att leva relativt ohotade på svensk mark. Tills de i de flesta 

fall med tiden (IT=snabbt) förvandlas till sin karaktär, liksom de flesta andra tidigare 

produkter/tjänster, till ”stapelvaror”. Innan dess måste personal och 

investeringspengar ha flyttat sig till nya produkter/tjänster (alternativt vidareförädlade 

produkter/tjänster), för att inte bli utkonkurrerade.  

 

Självständig kreativitet och initiativförmåga parad med förmåga att lyhört känna av 

kommande förändring och snabbt röra på sig till nya områden, blir det som avgör på 

individuell, organisations och nationell nivå. Jag tror således inte att det finns någon 

naturlag som säger å ena sidan att nettoförändringen av IT-anställda i Sverige behöver 

bli negativ, eller att det å andra sidan är uteslutet att det mesta flyttar ut. Klimat och 

värderingar i organisation och land (= entreprenöranda och uppmuntrande av 

individuell framgång), ambitioner och prestationsvilja hos individerna samt å andra 



  

sidan påtagliga incitament till att förändras och prestera mer och på en högre nivå 

kommer att vara det allt annat överskuggande. 

 

Finns det någon risk att jobben går förlorade?  

Se ovan.   

 

Hur ser slutprodukten ut?  

Ur kundsynvinkel en mer flexibel, säker leverans med möjlighet till delvis utökat 

tjänsteinnehåll till långsiktigt lägre priser. 

 

Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid det tar i förhållande till hur det var 

tidigare? 

Se ovan.   

     

Hur upplever ni att era kunder reagerar på offshoringverksamheten?  

Våra kunder kommer att få fördelar som gemensamma gränsöverskridande leveranser 

av tjänster, tjänster i fler fall än idag tillgängliga dygnet runt, en både bredare och 

djupare tillgång till kompetens genom kompletteringen med det nya centrat samt 

långsiktigt lägre kostnader. Men än så länge befinner vi oss i etableringsfasen, endast i 

inledningen av  ”kundacceptansfasen” så det är för tidigt att generellt uttala sig om 

kundmottagandet. 

 

Upplever de någon skillnad kvalitetsmässigt?  

---       

 

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

Övriga koncernen har en viss mjukvaruutveckling etablerad i XXX sedan en tid tillbaka 

med gott resultat. Den i detta dokument beskrivna satsningen från XXX är till mycket 

stor del baserad på de goda erfarenheterna från den tidigare etableringen. 

 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera?  



  

Etableringen bygger på en mycket hög nivå av hänsyn till att i varje läge klara 

kundåtagandet, och att i själva verket genom etableringen i viss mån öka redundansen 

(resurser/leveranser okänsliga för bortfall i någon del) för kritiska delar av leveransen. 

 

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag? 

Se ovan. 

 

Hur många svenskar finns på plats i utlandet? 

XXX är ett XXX företag och vi arbetar landsöverskridande, såväl i detta fall som i 

övriga delar av verksamheten. I denna etablering har tillsatts en finsk medarbetare som 

platschef för vår satsning i XXX. Övriga medarbetare, förutom engagerade 

projektmedarbetare inklusive internutbildare, kommer att vara rekryterade i Tjeckien.  

 

Hur många anställda finns totalt? 

Antalet anställda kommer att utökas gradvis, i takt med kundernas önskemål och vår 

möjlighet att rekrytera exakt den personal vi vill ha i enlighet med våra högt ställda 

krav. 

Vid utgången av 2005 är planen för XXX att ha 75 anställda vid XXX-centret och att 

därefter fortsätta växa. 

 

 



  

Appendix C – Answers company II 

 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring?   

Som ett sätt för oss att vända ett hot till en affärsmöjlighet 

 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet?   

Indien och Polen 

 

Varför valde ni offshoring just där?      

Kontakter och tillgång till kompetenta resurser 

 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes och hur gick ni tillväga?   

Marknadsundersökning och kontakter med lämpliga leverantörspartners 

 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring?     

Ett sätt för oss att kunna hantera även en lågprismarknad 

 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete?   

Problem att hitta lämpliga pilotprojekt (typ och storlek) 

 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med?     

Inte än 

 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och den utländska personalens kompetens?     

Vet ej än 

 

Hur ser den utländska personalens anställningsformer ut, är de fackligt anslutna?     

Vet ej, ointressant eftersom vi inte tänker ta hit dom till Sverige utan lägga jobben i 

utlandet 

 

 



  

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring, uppfyller den inhyrda personalen era krav på 

säkerhet?      

Se ovan, vi arbetar inte på det sättet. EN säkerhetsaspekt är att vi dock är rädda för 

piratkopiering av programvarulösningar 

 

Är tekniken, enligt era krav, i det inhyrda företaget/landet säker?     

--- 

 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten på plats?   

--- 

 

Vad är den svenska personalens inställning till er offshoringverksamhet?   

Lite fundersamma 

 

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring? Finns det någon risk att jobben går förlorade?   

Vissa typer av enklare programvaruutveckling kommer att hamna i andra länder 

istället, dvs arbetstillfällen som går förlorade 

 

Hur ser slutprodukten ut? Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid det tar i 

förhållande till hur det var tidigare?       

Kvalitet och pris OK; dock längre leveranstider är att räkna med 

 

Hur upplever ni att era kunder reagerar på offshoringverksamheten? Upplever de någon 

skillnad kvalitetsmässigt?         

Vet ej än 

 

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

Återstår att göra 

 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera?      

Då lägger vi ner försöket. 

 



  

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag? Hur många svenskar finns på plats i utlandet? Hur många 

anställda finns totalt?    

Vi är i ett uppstartsskede bara än så länge 



  

Appendix D – Answers company III 

 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring?   

Vi har inte gjort detta än, i de fall vi har utkontrakterat så har detta skett inom Sverige. 

Vi har däremot med detta på vår bevakningslista över intressanta möjligheter. Däremot 

så använder vi oss av personal från Off-shore länder i vår verksamhet, men då på plats 

i Sverige. Jag försöker att svara på era frågor i detta sammanhang, det är inte exakt 

samma frågeställning som den ni ställer men det finns många beröringspunkter så jag 

tror att det kan vara relei alla fall. 

 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet?    

Indien 

 

Varför valde ni offshoring just där?      

Indiska företag har gott rennomé och är välkända för att ha kompetent personal 

 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes och hur gick ni tillväga?   

Inte mycket till förarbete, vi betraktar detta fortfarande som en pilot som vi kommer att 

utvärdera för att se om detta är något som vi skall satsa på i framtiden 

 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring?     

Svårt att få tag på kompetent personal till våra driftenheter i Sverige 

 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete? 

--- 

 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med?     

--- 

 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och den utländska personalens kompetens?     

Personalen är för det mesta mer kompetent än den som man kan hitta i Sverige, de är 

noggranna och strukturerade. Vissa problem finns med kommunikation i muntlig form, 



  

indisk engelska är ofta svår att förstå för svenskar. För skriven engelska är detta inget 

problem, indiers engelskkunskaper i skrift är oftast bättre är bland svenskar 

 

Hur ser den utländska personalens anställningsformer ut, är de fackligt anslutna? 

Vet ej om de är fackligt ansluta, deras lönevillkor är ungefär detsamma som bland 

svenskar. De saknar kollektivavtal men så gör också de flesta svenska IT företag 

 

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring, uppfyller den inhyrda personalen era krav på 

säkerhet?      

Samma krav på dem som på inhyrda svenska konsulter, samma risker och problem 

 

Är tekniken, enligt era krav, i det inhyrda företaget/landet säker?     

--- 

 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten på plats?    

--- 

 

Vad är den svenska personalens inställning till er offshoringverksamhet?    

Blandad, vissa ser det naturligtvis som ett hot mot deras arbetsuppgifter, andra tar det 

som en välbehövlig vitamininjektion och ett tillfälle att lära sig mer, både professionellt 

och kulturellt. 

 

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring?  

Det kommer att likna den utveckling som bl.a bil- och elektronikindustrin har sett. Dvs 

enkelt och repetitivt arbete kommer snabbt att flyttas ut, detta innebär att svenska IT 

medarbetare måste ta sig högre upp i värdekedjan för att kunna motivera sitt högre 

kostnadsläge 

 

Finns det någon risk att jobben går förlorade?    

Inte förlorade, men det kommer inte att vara samma jobb som idag 

 

 

 



  

Hur ser slutprodukten ut?  

Lite osäker på vad denna fråga innebär. Allting ändrar sig hela tiden. Det enda som är 

konstant är själva ändringen. 

 

Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid det tar i förhållande till hur det var 

tidigare?   

 Kvaliteten är bra (bättre), priset är något lägre, tid är inget jag kan uttala mig om  

 

Hur upplever ni att era kunder reagerar på offshoringverksamheten?  

--- 

 

Upplever de någon skillnad kvalitetsmässigt?         

Till det bättre i så fall 

 

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

Nej 

 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera?      

--- 

 

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag?  

--- 

 

Hur många svenskar finns på plats i utlandet?  

Inga 

 

Hur många anställda finns totalt?    

1050 (inom IT) annars c:a 85.000 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Appendix E – Answers company IV 

 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring?   

Kostnadsreducering 

Erbjudande 

 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet?    

Indien 

Estland 

 

Varför valde ni offshoring just där?      

Indien – bra priser och väl utvecklade processer 

Egen regi och nära Sverige, Norge, Finland och Danmark 

 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes och hur gick ni tillväga?   

Analys 

 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring?     

Kostnadsreducering & konkurrenskraftigt erbjudande 

 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete? 

Inga större problem – vi har noga mappat våra processer med våra underleverantörers 

 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med?  

Nej 

 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och den utländska personalens kompetens?     

Relativt bra, vi har insyn i allt arbete våra underleverantörer gör för att minimera våra 

problem 

 

Hur ser den utländska personalens anställningsformer ut, är de fackligt anslutna? 

--- 

 



  

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring, uppfyller den inhyrda personalen era krav på 

säkerhet?     

Ja 

 

Är tekniken, enligt era krav, i det inhyrda företaget/landet säker?      

Ja 

 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten på plats?    

 Besök och reviewer 

 

Vad är den svenska personalens inställning till er offshoringverksamhet?    

Blandad 

 

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring? 

Relativt väl, men de kommer att ta en del av den totala marknadsandelen 

 

Finns det någon risk att jobben går förlorade?    

Ja till viss del 

 

Hur ser slutprodukten ut?  

 

Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid det tar i förhållande till hur det var 

tidigare?   

Kvalitén är OK men det har initialt tagit längre tid än om vi gjort det själva. 

 

Hur upplever ni att era kunder reagerar på offshoringverksamheten?  

Positivt i de flesta fall 

 

Upplever de någon skillnad kvalitetsmässigt?         

Nej 

 

 



  

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

Ja, nedlagd tid har varit större än förväntad, processerna har fungerat väl 

 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera?      

Nej 

 

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag?  

Vi har det som ett erbjudande för våra kunder och använder det i ett fåtal leveranser 

 

Hur många svenskar finns på plats i utlandet?  

--- 

 

Hur många anställda finns totalt?    

Ca 8.500 



  

Appendix F – Answers company V 

 

Varför har ni valt att satsa på offshoring?   

Det har vi inte och avser inte att göra heller. 

 

I vilket land har ni valt att satsa på offshoringverksamhet?  

--- 

 

Varför valde ni offshoring just där?      

--- 

 

Vilken typ av förarbete genomfördes och hur gick ni tillväga?   

--- 

 

Vilka aspekter var mest betydande för ert beslut om offshoring?   

Vi gör produkter för den skandinaviska marknaden. Vi anser det värdefullt att 

produkterna även utvecklas på samma marknad, av skandinaviska utvecklare.   

 

Vilka huvudsakliga problem har ni stött på i ert förarbete?  

Inga 

 

Har det dykt upp problem som ni inte räknade med?  

Nej 

 

Hur ser ni på det jobb som utförs och den utländska personalens kompetens?   

--- 

 

Hur ser den utländska personalens anställningsformer ut, är de fackligt anslutna?  

--- 

 

 



  

Hur ser ni på säkerheten vid offshoring, uppfyller den inhyrda personalen era krav på 

säkerhet?  

--- 

 

Är tekniken, enligt era krav, i det inhyrda företaget/landet säker?   

--- 

 

Hur kontrollerar ni säkerheten på plats?    

--- 

 

Vad är den svenska personalens inställning till er offshoringverksamhet?    

--- 

 

Hur tror ni att framtiden ser ut för de anställda i svenska IT-företag med tanke på 

offshoring? Den är riskfylld, detta är ytterligare ett strategiskt viktigt skäl till att vi som 

en av de största nordiska aktörerna, valt att istället satsa på en helt inhemsk 

produktion. 

 

Finns det någon risk att jobben går förlorade?   

Ja  

 

Hur ser slutprodukten ut?  

--- 

 

Vad anser ni om kvalitén, priset samt hur lång tid det tar i förhållande till hur det var 

tidigare?   

--- 

     

Hur upplever ni att era kunder reagerar på offshoringverksamheten?  

--- 

 

Upplever de någon skillnad kvalitetsmässigt?     

--- 

 



  

Har ni gjort någon utvärdering på offshoringverksamheten? Vad fick ni för resultat i så 

fall? 

--- 

 

Har ni någon plan om inte offshoringen skulle fungera?     

--- 

 

Hur ser er offshoring ut idag?  

--- 

 

Hur många svenskar finns på plats i utlandet?  

--- 

 

Hur många anställda finns totalt?   

Ca 2000. 
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